
1CapApp launched its Zoom integration July 23, 2017

As CART captioners, we know how important the flow of the text stream is to our clients.
After many hours of testing and tweaking, the 1CapApp engineers created a no-delay integration. 

Please follow the directions carefully.

CART Captioner, be mindful that this setup will require that you and the 
Zoom Account owner are on at least 15 minutes beforehand. 

Remember that all other 1CapApp links and 1Fuzion 
will stream simultaneously while you are in your Zoom session.



Step 1:  Owner of Zoom Account must first schedule a Zoom session. 
Step 2:  Ask the owner of Zoom Account to assign you as an additional host “when the session is scheduled.”
Step 3:  Owner of Zoom Account clicks the cc button and next screen (Step 4) will appear.



Step 4:  Owner of Zoom Account clicks “Copy the URL to your clipboard” and emails the URL to the CART Captioner. 



Step 5:  CART Captioner will schedule a 1CapApp session, cut and paste the Zoom URL
Link into the box “Zoom Captions URL” box. ** 
IMPORTANT: CART Captioner, in your realtime output settings be sure to make your 
right margin 35 or below so captions appear quickly in Zoom.



Step 6:  CART Captioner will launch 1Connect and click “Connect”. 
Step 7:  CART Captioner will start a realtime job in your CAT Software and start writing.



Step 8:  If Zoom Account owner has not promoted CART Captioner to a host when the Zoom
Session was scheduled, they should do it now so the CART captioner’s captions will appear 
in Zoom.  

CART Captioner, be sure the Zoom Account owner 
knows the name you will log into Zoom with so they 

can promote you if they have not already done so.



Step 9:  CART Captioner will see a different box to view captions than consumer.
The consumer will see captions appear in the box below, similar to TV viewing.
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